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The Ethics of Privacy in Research
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and Potential
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Abstract The contexts of sociotechnical privacy have evolved significantly in
50 years, with correlate shifts in the norms, values, and ethical concerns in
research and design. We examine these eras of privacy from an ethics perspective,
arguing that as contexts expand from the individual, to internet, interdependence,
intelligences, and artificiality, they also reframe the audience or stakeholder roles
present and broaden the field of ethical concerns. We discuss these ethical issues
and introduce a principlist framework to guide ethical decision-making, articulating
a strategy by which principles are reflexively applied in the decision-making
process, informed by the rich interface of epistemic and ethical values. Next, we
discuss specific challenges to privacy presented by emerging technologies such
as biometric identification systems, autonomous vehicles, predictive algorithms,
deepfake technologies, and public health surveillance and examine these challenges
around five ethical principles: autonomy, justice, non-maleficence, beneficence, and
explicability. Finally, we connect the theoretical and applied to the practical to
briefly identify law, regulation, and soft law resources—including technical stan-
dards, codes of conduct, curricular programs, and statements of principles—that can
provide actionable guidance and rules for professional conduct and technological
development, codifying the reasoning outcomes of ethics.
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17.1 Introduction

Privacy is an ethical issue. Almost every chapter in this volume takes on these
issues to some degree, whether in the broader context of cultural norms (Chap.
5), the professional context of codes of ethics (e.g., Chap. 6), as cultural values
(Chap. 12), or as an implicit good in the discussions of privacy enhancements or
violations (Chap. 8). This chapter develops a typology of the ethics of privacy,
emphasizing the roles and responsibilities of the researcher. We draw a parallel
between the ethics of design and the landscape of privacy research, arguing that a
structured reflexive approach to ethical decision-making is required in the complex
and changing landscape of contemporary privacy practices, problems, and policies.

To begin, we take a historical approach to typologizing the ethics of designing
technologies for privacy. In this first section, we outline key terms as a means of
grounding our discussion on a carefully defined sense of ethics and understanding
of the moral agents and patients involved. The next section examines the eras
of privacy research from an ethics perspective, arguing that ethical values within
privacy discussions have and are again shifting, reemphasizing the need to continued
development of ethics literacy in this area. We articulate a strategy of ethical
decision-making by which decision-makers can thoughtfully adjudicate among
conflicting values within privacy debates. That decision-making strategy can help
us reframe contemporary privacy challenges, the target of our fourth section, by
drawing attention to changes in the ethical landscape. Next, we outline emerging
ethical challenges, arguing that historical/traditional conceptualizations of privacy
limit our ability to consider privacy issues of contemporary technologies in the
AI era and beyond. Finally, we consider some implications for an ethically literate
perspective on privacy practice and policy.

17.2 Eras of Privacy Ethics

We begin with an outline of eras of privacy research from an ethics perspective,
arguing that the ethical issues around privacy discussions have and are again
shifting, reemphasizing the need to continued development of ethics literacy in this
area.

17.2.1 Research Ethics and Emerging Technologies

In the context of research and design, ethics is concerned with the moral issues
that arise during or as a result of research activities, as well as the ethical
conduct of researchers. Discussions of ethics are scaffolded from issues within
research practices (“research ethics” or “responsible conduct of research”) and the
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societal and environmental implications of that research (“broader impacts”). This
scaffolding of ethics is historically driven: a result of notorious unethical research
practices in the early twentieth century.

Notably, the revelation of bioethical scandals such as the Guatemala STD studies
and the cultivation and dissemination of the HeLa cell line in the United States led
to the realization that clear measures were needed for the ethical governance of
research to ensure that people, animals, and environments are not unduly harmed in
research. Yet when US physicians experimented on Guatemalan prisoners of color,
women, and children without consent [1], the ethical concern was not merely about
the physical harms involved. Similarly, the use of Henrietta Lacks’ genetic material
without her consent was not merely about disrespecting her autonomy (see [2, 3]).
Importantly, these and other cases of unethical research involved an ecosystem
of ethical concern based on what we owe each other. What has become known
as bioethical principlism [4] defines four key universally applicable principles:
non-maleficence (avoiding harms), beneficence (doing good), justice, and respect
for autonomy. In the context of research, all four principles are in play together
outlining the complex landscape of rights and responsibilities. Thus, the harms done
to research subjects in Guatemala or to Henrietta Lacks and her family posed ethical
challenges to individuals’ rights, broadly construed, and can be seen through the lens
of privacy.

As bioethics has evolved in the US context, its principles have come to mark
out a broad ethical territory that is not only about the research practice itself (say,
extracting biological samples from human subjects in the clinic) but also about
the design of processes that lead up to, frame, and fall out from those practices.
Emphasis on the processes of design draws attention to the reflexivity between
normative principles and the context in which they are applied (see [5]). A reflexive1

principlism [6] is analogous to the design process in that they both rely on a cyclical
application and analysis of principles considered through constraints of particular
stakeholders or audience and specifics of the real-world context.

Stakeholders in ethics play roles either (or both) as moral agents or (or and) moral
patients. Moral agents have the capacity and therefore the responsibility to act ethi-
cally, and moral patients have moral rights based on some capacity or characteristic
they have. As bioethical principlism has evolved alongside the technologies with
which it interfaces, those relationships among agents and patients have become
more diverse and more complicated. Theoretical and practical concerns about
physical harms became the impetus for the wider net of research ethics cast to
focusing broadly on the implications of technology practices on lived experience.
Contemporary research ethics (see [7]) marks out the points of intersections among
the human interests and technological influences. But as the technology landscape
continues to evolve and integrate into the experiences of living entities (human

1 We take reflexion to be an unconscious habituated response, whereas reflection is a conscious,
deliberate process of thinking about what one is doing. Both are necessary conditions of robust
ethical decision-making.
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and nonhuman alike), the ethics of research and design also continues to evolve.
Each part of research ethics continues to get both more complicated and more
interconnected as emerging technologies break down the spaces between them.
As an example, consider the collection and sharing of human genetic information,
which puts individual and public health considerations up against individual rights
and privacy concerns. Issues like these are the direct result of the information
technologies, economies, and ecosystems that have so rapidly evolved since the mid-
twentieth century. With this evolution, careful ethical distinctions—say, between
physical, dignitary (psychological or emotional), and informational harms—play
increasingly important roles in conversations about the collection, curation, and use
of information.

17.2.2 Changing Contexts of Concern

The terrain of research ethics drives ethical concern about privacy not only
historically but also in the contemporary context. Yet what is ethically salient
about privacy changes with the social and technological context [8]. We argue
that the context under which privacy has been considered has shifted in the past
several decades as a direct result of the influences of information technologies.
We identify five privacy paradigms that have shifted the ethical salience of privacy
research from merely a focus on the human individual through a future of privacy
discourses among artificial systems apart from human experiences (Fig. 17.1).
These paradigms intersect in robust ways; yet it is helpful to think about them as
expansions to more clearly engage relevant privacy practices and policies.

Fig. 17.1 Expansions of privacy contexts
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17.2.2.1 Privacy 1.0

In what we might call Privacy 1.0, ethical attention was focused on risks of dignitary
harms2 to the individual citizen. In the US context, ethical concerns about privacy
have a long history (see [1]). The ethical focus of Privacy 1.0 was codified in legal
precedence in what has become known as the “Katz test,” proposed by US Supreme
Court Justice Harlan in his concurring opinion in the 1967 Katz v. United States
case. There, Harlan proposed a two-part test of privacy: that “a person have exhibited
an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy and, second, that the expectation be
one that society is prepared to recognize as “reasonable” [9]. This legal ruling
solidified an ongoing social debate about the rights of citizens to be legally (and
ethically) protected against unreasonable breaches of their privacy. For example, if
a citizen has a conversation in her home with doors and shutters closed, she has
evidenced an expectation of privacy that is arguably reasonable—even if someone
else can overhear that conversation from the sidewalk outside. Yet if the doors
and shutters are thrown wide, there is no such evidence and, therefore, arguably
less legal protection for her privacy. So while it had been seen as reasonable for
conversations taking place within one’s home to be protected as private, it was
at that time much less clear how far that protection extended or what constituted
reasonableness. For our purposes, this legal ruling is less important than the core
framing question to which it gives voice: namely, what kinds of information are
protected as private and in what contexts?

17.2.2.2 Privacy 2.0

As information technologies quickly expanded in the mid twentieth century, ethical
concerns about privacy expanded in reaction. The rise of Internet technologies
brought into stark relief what we will call Privacy 2.0, expanding concerns about
dignitary harms from a local to a global level. The Privacy Act of 1974 [10] in
the United States codified privacy concerns in the emerging information age, at
least in the context of information collected, maintained, used, and disseminated
by federal agencies. That Act mandated limits on transmission of information
about individuals, offering baseline protections for information privacy. Responding
to tensions among ethical values related to economy, access, and privacy in the
emerging information age, legislation like the Privacy Act pushed the focus of the
ethics of privacy from the individual to the Internet, expanding the scope of privacy
concerns. Importantly, this shift in focus pushed back the locus of ethical inquiry
from a view of the isolated individual agent and toward the individual’s information.

Information philosopher Luciano Floridi, in his 2013 Ethics of Information,
argued for an informational interpretation of the self and, therefore, a focus on

2 Dignitary harms differ from physical harms in that they are not bodily but psychological or, in
our current context, informational.
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informational privacy. In his view, privacy researchers distinguish among four types:
physical, mental, decisional, and informational ([11], p. 230). Floridi offers the
example of a typical human moral agent [12], Alice, to help make these distinctions.
Alice’s physical privacy is contingent on constraints on her embodied experience,
including sensory or mobility interference. When we get ready for a Zoommeeting,
we might each demand this kind of physical privacy in asking to be allowed to dress
or frame the scene offline rather than sitting in front of the camera. But privacy
for Floridi’s Alice also includes mental privacy, or freedom from psychological
interferences to her mind and mental states. While an individual preparing for a
Zoom meeting might request physical privacy, they may have no similar desires
concerning mental privacy; indeed, perhaps they are on the phone with a colleague
talking about structure for the meeting. Alongside physical and mental privacy,
Alice is also owed or at least has the capacity for decisional privacy. Alice’s
decisional privacy requires autonomous decision-making, free from interference by
others. Finally, Floridi circles back around to the idea of informational privacy,
or freedom from restrictions on facts—what Floridi calls “epistemic interference”
(p. 230). These four categories define the horizon of Alice’s privacy landscape,
acting as the parameters for discussions about what we owe her, morally. Now,
Floridi’s broader argument concerning informational privacy is that what he calls
“old” information, and computing technologies (ICTs) reduce this kind of privacy,
whereas new ICTs can either decrease or increase informational privacy. Floridi
notes that “solutions to the problem of protecting informational privacy can be
not only self-regulatory and legislative but also technological, not least because
information privacy infringements can more easily be identified and redressed, also
thanks to digital ICTs” (p. 236). While he argues against our reading this claim
as an “idyllic scenario” (p. 236) of technological optimism, the idea that increases
in quality (scope), quantity (scale), and speed3 of informational technologies will
equitably increase opportunities for benefits and harms is difficult to evidence.

This account is important in that it addresses multiple aspects of the ethics of
privacy. First, Floridi argues for an expansion of the scope of privacy concerns, from
individual to information through Internet technologies. Second, Floridi argues for
a change in the scale of privacy concerns, suggesting that information technologies,
ceteris paribus, are value neutral in that they can either decrease or increase privacy
thanks to the scale, scope, and speed of information exchange they enable. Floridi’s
ontological account of ICTs reframes traditional discussions of privacy ethics and
policy by baselining out both human individuals and computational technologies as
the same kind of entities, namely, informational entities. Imagine here the difference
between slander in a local newspaper in the 1950s compared to slander on global

3 There are several similar descriptions of digital data. Analyst Doug Laney introduced “three
V’s” of data – volume, variety, and velocity – in a 2001 report [13]. A 2015 National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) report defined a six-part parallel description of data that
included validity, velocity, veracity, vertical scaling, volatility, and volume [14].
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social media in the early 2000s. Privacy concerns are broader and potentially more
significant under the 2.0 paradigm than under its 1.0 predecessor.

17.2.2.3 Privacy 3.0

The changes in scope, scale, and speed of information transfer enabled by contem-
porary information technologies have pushed privacy concerns from extensions of
my information to networks of my information, or from internet to interdependence.
Interdependence, or the networking relations of information that constitute each
individual, shifts the burden of privacy further from the isolated individual (whether
local or global) to the network of information to which that individual is connected
and through which that individual is constituted [15]. This shift from Privacy 2.0
to Privacy 3.0 is ontologically uncomfortable, since many of us are culturally
habituated into a worldview that privileges the view that the individual somehow
stands alone. Floridi’s Alice stands for just such a traditional individual moral agent
from Privacy 2.0. Yet extensions of information through both digital and analog
environments challenge this worldview.

In a recent book looking at interdependence through the lens of film, Beever
argues that another Alice—this one from the science fiction film series Resident Evil
[16]—represents this relational paradigm of privacy concerns. Here, Alice exists as
a cloned instance of some original Alice and is constituted as a complex amalgam
of technologies, an inherited set of information, and unique lived experiences and
interpersonal connections. Alice is not Alice except for these relationships: indeed,
in this fictional context, there is nothing essential to her character about her physical
form or, even, her genetic information. This film series is compelling because it
complicates and extends the realities of interdependence to show us moral threat in
the digital extensions of the self: “interdependencewith other information flows like
the virus is interdependent with the host” (p. 186). We need not stretch to the science
fictional to understand this paradigm shift of privacy concerns. Consider, as a real-
world example, the myriad roles that genetic information plays in our understanding
of who we are and how we relate. A single sample can share with others information
about our relational selves that we did not yet know. Similarly, algorithms that
drive our digital platforms deny or define our choice of relations (whether social
media streams, the Internet access, or shopping choices), defining who we are
by what we know and to whom we have access. In this Privacy 3.0 paradigm,
informational interdependence governs new responses to our core question: “what
kinds of information are protected as private and in what contexts?” (e.g., [17–19]).
Committed to an information ontology but also an epistemic and ethical position
that our relations constitute what we know and what we value, the response to this
question is now broader and more complicated.
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17.2.2.4 Privacy 4.0

Across privacy paradigms, the onus of ethics has been on the definition and defense
of human individual rights regarding their information. Changes to the technological
landscape and, in turn, the speed, scope, and scale of digital information were
the predominant focus, while the moral target remained the same. In what we
call Privacy 4.0, it is the target of ethical inquiry that changes. Here, artificial
intelligence systems present a potentially novel kind of ethical agent: a nonhuman
nonorganic agent that conflates the categories of the previous privacy paradigms.
AI systems thread together individual agency, Internet big data technologies, and
interdependence. In so doing, they offer a new space of ethical discourse between
human agents and these nonhuman artificial agents. Ongoing efforts to define what
constitutes “ethical” AI have led to a convergence around five ethical principles:
transparency, justice, non-maleficence, responsibility, and privacy [20]. There are
clear parallels here between this set of normative principles and the principles of
bioethics; justice and non-maleficence remain key ethical principles. Yet in the
place of autonomy and beneficence stand transparency, responsibility, and privacy,
emphasizing the focus on information structures, use, and representation. In Privacy
4.0, human individuals and AI systems are combined together as two types of
information systems. Human individuals play roles in this ethical landscape not
only as users (moral patients) but as collaborating moral agents, designers, and
developers of artificial information systems. Developing reflexivity in the analysis
and application of these principles is just as important as it is within the Privacy 1.0
paradigm. But reflexivity takes on new meaning as an encoded ability of complex
information systems.

17.2.2.5 Privacy 5.0

As we look toward the future of the ethics of privacy, we envision a Privacy 5.0
paradigm in which the reflexive process of ethical decision-making takes place
between two artificial information systems. In this paradigm, the human agent is
wholly excluded, having participated (perhaps) as the designer of a now wholly
autonomous artificial agent. While this paradigm is still largely the stuff of science
fiction, it is visible on the horizon of our technological development. Thinking
about the value of privacy as something understood and negotiated outside of
the participation and direct guidance of human moral agents enables us to think
proactively about practices and policies around privacy now.

The five paradigms of privacy laid out in this section reframe the complex
stakeholder or audience roles present in an increasingly complex information
economy. They serve as a heuristic by which to assess ethical practices around
privacy, like the practice of informed consent, which may apply in one paradigm
but seem outmoded in another. The intersections among paradigms create new
research contexts, new social interactions, and new uncertainty that can lead us to
renegotiations of legal and regulatory frameworks related to privacy.
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17.3 Ethical Decision-Making and Key Issues

In the previous section, we argued that changing paradigms of privacy, enabled by
continued development of information technologies, challenge the roles and natures
of stakeholders. These challenges reshape the ethical terrain of privacy concerns,
adding complexity to analyses of what or whom matters morally and why. In this
section, we turn from the theoretical and conceptual concerns to the practical,
asking “How do the changing paradigms of privacy challenge our models of ethical
decision-making?”

Models of ethical decision-making (EDM) emphasize the procedure of reasoning
through complex ethical issues, taking into account not only philosophical concerns
about values and value conflicts but also the epistemic or factual context in which
those value relations play out (see [21] for a review). Generally speaking, ethical
decision-making describes a series of steps to be taken, often in cyclical series, until
a decision is reached:

1. Identify the problem.
2. Review the facts.
3. Identify the values at stake.
4. Identify the relevant ethical guidelines (codes or theories).
5. Enumerate consequences, outcomes given the context.
6. Decide on a best course of action.

Ethical decision-making is a dynamic, iterative process that starts with devel-
oping ethics sensitivity, or the ability to see a problem as an ethical problem in
the first place and to judge its intensity ([22], p. 159). An ethical issue is not
identified or evaluated in a vacuum, so the problem is always grounded in epistemic
constraints (the facts) and assessed through utilization of the tools of normative
ethics to get at values and their conflicts (the values). The values landscape is
informed by normative theories, or structured approaches to how, why, and under
what circumstances values apply. Contemporary approaches to EDM often take
a pluralistic approach, relying not on a single normative approach (like either
utilitarianism or deontology) but on their fit given the epistemic and ethical context
(see [23]).

The reasoning process is not algorithmic but a part of this richly dynamic EDM
process, with a goal of producing a pragmatic, context-informed decision. The
iterative nature of EDM is itself pragmatic in the same way as is the design process:
both recognize that changing constraints or actualization of outcomes might shift
the parameters of the decision. Good ethical decision-making, then, is the result of
practice, or developing the right habits and experiences to work through the process
reflexively.

Complexity in ethical decision-making is clearly seen when applied to questions
of privacy. For example, should someone submit a cheek swab to a genetic
information corporation? With limited ethical sensitivity, we might not be attuned
to the ethical tensions between access to, say, some details about our ancestry and
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the ways in which my information will be digitized and monetized. But without a
robust understanding of relevant business models, digital information policies and
practices, and social context, worrying about our data is ungrounded.

Ethical decision-making is a process of application of the principlismwe outlined
in the last section. Indeed, principlism does not offer a decision-making process but,
instead, “an analytical framework of general norms . . . that form a suitable starting
point for reflection onmoral problems . . . ” ([4], p. 13).4 Principlism enters the EDM
process directly at steps three and four, where adjudication among values meets
the context in which it applies. Ethical principlists have argued that the process of
specification and balancing principles in context moves principlism from theory to
practice (see [5]). Yet EDM is guided by ethical principles; indeed, without them,
it would be simple decision-making. Also essential to the process is the targets,
or stakeholders. Ethical decision-making both applies to moral patients (those
individuals who matter, morally) and is applied by moral agents (those individuals
capable of making ethical decisions). We turn next to this relationship between
patients and agents in the context of privacy paradigms, distinguishing between
modes of ethics reception and ethics transmission.

17.3.1 Principles and Patients: Reception

The four ethical principles of principlism offer a pluralistic approach to the
major normative theories in ethics: beneficence and non-maleficence considering
consequences or utility of actions, and justice and autonomy worrying about rights
and duties of individuals who matter morally, otherwise known as moral patients.
Too much of ethics of technology work has focused too heavily on consequences.
For example, much of the early discussion around the ethics of self-driving cars
has drawn on trolley problem variants to consider strategies for dealing with the
consequences of decisions by the system: does it protect the driver, one or another
type of pedestrian, the manufacturer’s reputation, etc. [24]? That focus is important
here, since it empowers ethical decision-making to focus on consequences for moral
patients. But it is also insufficient as it leaves out broader questions of rights.

Privacy concerns are concerns about both the ethical consequences of actions
and the rights of the user, stakeholder, or audience. Breaches of privacy can lead
to significant dignitary harms by failing to acknowledge or uphold the right to
privacy of the individual. Consider the example of Internet of Things (IoT) devices
in the home. When my IOT devices are listening to my choices and using those for
marketing purposes, they present me with tension between two competing ethical
values: access and privacy. I might value access at the expense of privacy and, say,
not even read the disclosures that come with my devices. Or I might value privacy

4 The authors add, “ . . . in biomedical ethics,” unnecessarily, on our view, since we argue
principlism applies to any discipline or professional that utilizes a version of the design process.
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at the expense of access and not allow IOT devices access to my information in the
first place. There is less risk to physical Privacy (think Privacy 1.0) than there is risk
to informational privacy (think Privacy 2.0+). Thus, privacy concerns are different
ethical concerns than other technology-related ethical issues precisely because they
are informational.

Without understanding both why a moral patient would value privacy and what
consequences breaches of privacy might have, we moral agents cannot effectively
evaluate the moral salience of those devices. A recent article in Canadian Bar
Association’s National magazine has received considerable attention for asking the
question: “should we recognize privacy as a human right?” [25]. Its author notes
that while Canada has introduced legislation to strengthen its consumer privacy
protections, it does not “explicitly recognize privacy as a human right, nor does
or [sic] give precedence to privacy rights over commercial considerations” (ibid).
Whether privacy should be taken up as a basic human right is contingent on its moral
salience which, again, is contingent on our understanding of the complex epistemic
and ethical contexts in which it functions.

We can think of these ethical tensions and practical responses as on the receiving
end of ethical discourse. That is, as we focus on the consequences of privacy
application or breach, we evaluate the moral patient receiving benefits or harms
or negotiating impacts to fairness or free action.

17.3.2 Action and Agents: Transmission

On the sending end of ethical discourse, the discussion shifts from outcomes to
agency and intention, or from conduct to character. Ethical concern lies not with
the moral patient but instead with the moral agent. What responsibilities or duties
does the moral agent have vis-à-vis privacy? Questions of character are the focus of
virtue ethics, one of the oldest normative theories in western philosophical ethics.
Reflexive principlism does not emphasize virtue ethics within its pluralism. Rather,
one of its designers, Tom Beauchamp, argued that virtue ethics and principlismwere
complementary [26]. He argues that “virtue theory is of the highest importance in
a health-care context because a morally good person with the right motives is more
likely to discern what should be done, to be motivated to do it, and to do it” (pp. 194–
5). In the same way we have proposed to extend biomedical principlism to other
design-based disciplines, we likewise extend Beauchamp’s argument.We agree that
in design-based contexts, “morally good” agents are more likely to engage in ethical
decision-making and act rightly.

A principles-based approach to EDM offers an ethical orientation to real-world
problems but is incomplete without complementarity from a theory of the virtue
of the agents involved. Virtue ethics complements principlism in the EDM process
specifically because privacy stakeholders propose to treat human participants and
artificial information systems as collaborating moral agents. Thus, we must be able
to evaluate both the receiving and the transmission ends of ethical action.
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To situate the idea of the sending end of ethics in a practical context, consider the
ethics of digital breast imaging. Medical science continues to prove the benefits of
early-detection mammography. Yet there are risks involved, as with any medical
procedure, including a low risk of psychological stress from false positives, the
even lower risk of physical harm from the mechanical procedure itself, or privacy
risks from failure to keep confidential the resulting images. But federal regulations
like the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act [27] might offer
protection and legal recourse against these types of physical harms, so from
individual and public health perspectives, the benefits of digital breast imaging
significantly outweigh its harms.

Yet this analysis is over-simplified given the complexity of privacy paradigms.
The contemporary landscape of breast imaging involves not traditional mammogra-
phy but digitally stored and transferred AI-analyzed medical imaging. AI systems
continue to be developed for screening, diagnosis, risk calculation, clinical decision
support, and management planning [28]. While these advances in health-care
technology show promise [29], they also promise peril. The ways that AI systems
handle privacy concerns are twofold: First, value priorities are encoded by human
designers into the algorithms used by the system; then the system prioritizes that set
of values in its learning processes. Thus, privacy concerns here involve potentially
two types of moral agents on the sending end of ethics: the human and the artificial.
While current AI systems are limited in this moral capacity [30], the future of AI
development leaves open that Privacy 5.0 door.5 Privacy policies and practices will
have to adapt in order to continue to uphold privacy as a fundamental right [31].

17.3.3 Privacy’s Network and Hub

The reception (involving moral patients) and transmission (involving moral agents)
of privacy ethics through the process of ethical decision-making rely on the ongoing
specification and balancing of principles. The speed and scale of technology
development challenge the goal of cultivating ethical reflexivity: habituation is hard
under conditions of change. Thus, ethical decision-making around privacy-in-design
will continue to demand epistemic and ethical vigilance.

If we think of the hub of privacy ethics as the ethical principles and epistemic
value contexts, then its network is the landscape of specified ethical issues (see
Table 17.1). The importance of the principlist framework is that it provides a shared
normative framework across the various disciplines, professions, and governance
bodies with a stake in discussions of privacy. The work of balancing and specifying
principles allows several perspectives on what is most ethically salient about, say,

5 We note that we have offered several medical ethics examples in our discussion so far because
those carry significant ethical salience. But our analysis applies broadly to many case contexts
involving information systems and value relations with which they interact.
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the principle of non-maleficence in any particular context. By requiring ongoing
ethical discourse, principlism empowers collaborative decision-making.

But as privacy paradigms advance, privacy as a value appears more and more in
conflict with other values, including access, interaction, and engagement with other
information systems. Beyond risk and harm analyses, beyond questions of consent,
and beyond aged questions of agency and autonomy, the concern is that privacy
is dead. In making this claim, we channel Friedrich Nietzsche who, in the late
nineteenth century, made a similar claim about God [32]. Nietzsche’s acerbic claim
was that what we had taken to be God had become, in his view, unbelievable. The
death of that particular metaphysical belief was the result of human scientific and
technological advancement, which brought into question the religious metaphysic
that had guided much of western society. Without that grounding in a view of God,
Nietzsche worried that what was left was nothingness: a void of meaning. When we
say that privacy is dead, we suggest that what we have taken to be privacy no longer
has meaning, thanks to tremendous changes in the technology landscape. Privacy
is unbelievable because human existence in current (and future) privacy paradigms
is defined by how we manage, not restrict, access. And so privacy, like God for
Nietzsche, has become a mere simulacrum of doctrine and concept. Thinking about
privacy as a practical possibility for which societies can legislate protections is
now naive. Contemporary work on privacy continues to reshape the concept as an
important if complicated value in the human experience.

17.4 Reframing Privacy Ethics: Emerging Ethical
Challenges

Recognizing the broadened social and technological contexts that have shifted the
ethical salience of privacy concerns from the individual to interdependent networks
and to futures of artificiality and the decision-making frameworks that can assist
us in asking what or whom matters morally and why, we turn now to discuss
specific emerging ethical challenges pushing us to reconceptualize privacy ethics.
We anchor this reconception of privacy in a foundation of universal human rights,
recognized throughout the world with the establishment of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights [33] and encoded in international law and treaties. These rights
are legally enforceable and provide clear consequences for violations. They include
specific reference to concepts associated with privacy, including a respect for human
dignity, freedom of the individual to make decisions for themselves and be free from
intrusion and intervention, respect for justice and due process, a commitment to
equality and non-discrimination, and the right of citizens to access and participate
in their governing processes and public services.

Following the ethical framework outlined in the previous section, in this section,
we discuss specific challenges to privacy presented by twenty-first-century emerging
technologies in order to illustrate the ways in which the contexts for privacy viola-
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tions have become more complex.We organize these discussions around five ethical
principles: autonomy, justice, non-maleficence, beneficence, and explicability.

While we continue to address concepts traditionally associated with privacy,
such as anonymity, confidentiality, consent, right to correct, and minimization of
scope, we argue here that privacy threats now encompass broader ethical concerns.
Specifically, we suggest that ethical concerns in privacy must now shift:

• Beyond a focus on data protection of individuals to consider multifaceted and
ubiquitous forms of surveillance as intrusions that violate respect for one’s
dignity

• From consent of individuals to a concern for human agency and autonomy
• From a focus on individual due process to a consideration of social fairness, non-

discrimination, and justice
• From individual risk assessments to also consider safety, robustness, and the

protection and inclusion of vulnerable populations as non-maleficent goals
• Beyond the individual or singular context of intrusion or data collection to

consider collective responsibilities for environmental, social, and cultural well-
being aligned with beneficent goals

• Beyond limits of scope and purpose to also consider data integrity, provenance,
and accountability for explicability in the processes of algorithms, modeling, and
data use

17.4.1 Autonomy as Dignity: From Data Protection
to Multifaceted Forms of Intrusion

For the past 50 years, starting with the advent of computer systems used to store
electronic records about individuals in financial, health, educational, and other
sectors, the primary focus of privacy concerns has been the protection of data
used in order to ensure that individual rights to privacy are not violated. Those
concerns remain today, but they are complicated by the multiple forms of data that
are now collected (e.g., numeric, text, voice, image, biometric) as well as the many
technological means for doing so. We now live in a world filled with video cameras,
facial recognition systems, RFID chips, electronic toll collectors, smartphones with
location tracking, and voice-activated networks in our homes and automobiles. This
modern context enables large-scale ubiquitous multimodal surveillance of users and
citizens in public as well as in spaces traditionally considered to be private and
free from intrusion: our cars, homes, and bedrooms. These new contexts suggest
that ethical concerns in privacy must now shift beyond a focus on data protection
of individuals to consider multifaceted and ubiquitous forms of surveillance as
intrusions that violate respect for one’s dignity, as an expression of individual
autonomy. That includes concerns about privacy of one’s person, identity, as well
as one’s information.
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For example, facial recognition technologies (FRTs) used in public spaces
present unique challenges for privacy. Using biometric data and processes to map
facial features from image or video data, facial recognition systems attempt to
identify individuals bymatching their image against stored data. Biometric identifier
data (fingerprints, iris, and face images) raise specific privacy concerns because
they are uniquely identifiable, highly sensitive, and hard to secure. And if captured
and misused, biometric data cannot be changed or uncoupled from an individual’s
identity [34]. When used by government or other institutional authorities to identify,
track, and surveil citizens or institutional members, FRTs create fundamental
imbalances in power and can be used as a means of social control, a form of digital
authoritarianism [35].

For example, FRTs in China are an integral part of a social scoring system used to
monitor and assess citizen behavior in public spaces and assign consequences when
behaviors fall outside acceptable boundaries [36]. Similarly, the use of biometric
identification systems in India’s Aadhaar [37]—a centralized database that collects
biometric information from 1.35 billion citizens, including fingerprints, iris scans,
photographs, demographic information, and a unique 12-digit identifier—has raised
significant concerns about the unprecedented access to and power over citizens
given to government [38].

Because FRTs often operate continuously, invisibly, ubiquitously, and automati-
cally, concerns about the risks of intrusion increase due to the large amounts of data
collected, when data is collected without the knowledge or consent of the subject,
and when human determination is removed from the equation. In addition, concerns
about the accuracy, reliability, and security of FRTs—including false positives and
negatives (e.g., for women and persons of color; [39])—have led some companies
and countries to call for moratoriums on the use of FRTs in public spaces [40].
The specific risks of structural violence [41] resulting from the use of technologies
to categorize individuals, monitor their movements, and mete punishments lead to
clear potential loss of freedoms of movement, intrusion, and liberty.

17.4.2 Autonomy as Agency: From Consent to Access

A second, prominent privacy concern has centered around the expectation of
knowledge and consent of an individual when her person or information is accessed.
Individuals who provide permission to be searched or have their information
collected are presumed to give informed consent—a fundamental assumption that
individuals have the right to decide when, what, and how much information about
themselves will be shared [42] or that they have agency in the decisions that are
made on their behalf (see [43] on proxy consent; [44] on deferred consent). Consent
and agency have formed the core elements of research ethics practice (see Common
Rule) as well as terms of service used in many industries.

Yet while our early conceptions of consent were based on individual transactions,
today’s ubiquitous, invisible, and large-scale data collection practices mean consent
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is not only difficult, it is largely no longer meaningful [45]. For example, when
withholding consent equates to being denied access to services and goods provided
through such platforms (e.g., without an Aadhaar ID, one cannot receive social
support services), or when the terms of service agreements are inauthentic because
they are too complex to be understandable or disguise exceptions that allow data
sharing [46], consent as a means to respect and protect the rights of individuals to
control their information becomes meaningless.

We argue that respecting autonomy in new privacy eras must shift away from
consent and toward access, since self-governance is as much contingent on access
(to read) as it is contingent on permission (to be read). This balance between read
and write is essential in the context of information systems. We must ask not only
What is the role that individuals play in determining how data are used? but also
What level of control do humans maintain in automated systems? and How are
systems designed to gauge individual tolerance for trusted systems and to adjust
if a potential intrusion (or trust-eroding event) is imminent?

The ethical concern here focuses on tensions around autonomy between consent
and agency. In addition to having the capability to act on the basis of one’s own
decisions and ensure that individuals are not placed at risk when sharing information
[47], we must also have the agency to intervene when engaging with automated
systems or decision-making algorithms that make determinations about us.

One example arises in self-driving vehicles. Because these systems are designed
with granular levels of autonomy in decision-making and responses to environ-
mental stimuli, they must also be designed to learn and adopt the values of the
community in which they are installed. This is essential not only for trustworthiness
but also to ensure the preservation of human determination. Thus, critically impor-
tant is an iterative design process that continually assesses ethical consequences of
design choices, follows ethically aligned standards [48], and ensures that individuals
are able to determine the values and rules used in the process. Centering humans and
their values in the loop is a key part of human-centric computing [49, 50], where
technological devices, algorithms, and systems are designed with consideration of
the human impact, and human values are centered in the design process (see also
value-sensitive design [51] and privacy by design [52]).

17.4.3 Justice: From Material Risk to Fairness and Due
Process

In light of growing evidence and concerns about unfairness in technologies and
algorithms, there have been many recent calls to reorient and broaden ethics
discussion about emerging technologies like AI, as one that is defined by justice,
including social, racial, economic, and environmental justice [53, 54]. Others have
taken up these concerns as information justice (e.g., [55, 56]) or algorithmic justice
[57] (see https://www.ajl.org/).

https://www.ajl.org/
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These discussions focus on the technical mechanisms needed to address ques-
tions of fairness, bias, and discrimination in algorithmic systems, as well the
consequences suffered by individuals and groups from inaccurate, unfair, or unjust
systems. With the deployment of predictive algorithms and machine-learning
models as decision-support systems across many sectors—e.g., financial, health,
and judicial—these consequences are of great concern [58].

For example, the work of Buolamwini and Gebru [39] revealed that a widely
used facial recognition system was largely inaccurate in identifying darker-skinned
females, with error rates close to 35%, compared to 1% for lighter-skinned males –
suggesting that automated facial analysis algorithms and datasets can produce
both gender and racial biases. Similarly, a widely used predictive algorithm used
by judicial courts in the United States to predict recidivism rates for sentencing
decisions was found to be more likely to incorrectly label Black defendants as
higher risks compared to White defendants [59]. These cases illustrate the larger
societal risks that arise from algorithmic decisions that lead to systematic bias
against individuals within groups with protected social identities like race, gender,
and sexuality [60, 61].

Even for non-marginalized populations, algorithmic bias can lead to decisions
that limit opportunities, intentionally or not. When Amazon attempted to address
gender gaps in its hiring, they implemented an applicant screening algorithm to
predict applicants likely to match the qualities of past successful candidates [62].
But when the outcome widened gender gaps, they realized the dataset used to train
the model included primarily successful male employees, thus making it less likely
that female applicantswould match the ideal [63]. In this case, the problem was not
inaccuracies in the data or model but rather what was missing: there was insufficient
data about females to model a fair representation of their goals [64].

Algorithmic bias has due process implications as well. For example, automated
performance evaluation systems for public school teachers in California, New
York, and Texas led to termination decisions, without informing the employees
such tools were being used or providing meaningful opportunities for scrutiny
and accountability. Such secret black box systems, especially in public agencies,
generate a number of ethical concerns [65, 66].

On a societal level, the use of social credit scoring systems (SCS) also carries the
potential for large-scale systematic violations of privacy and human rights. In China,
a government-mandated SCS was implemented to strengthen social governance
and harmony [67]. Every citizen was assigned a “trustworthiness” score, calculated
from an algorithmic assessment of data from medical, insurance, bank, and school
records; credit card and online transactions; satellite sensor data; mobile phone GPS
data; and behavioral data from public cameras. Authorities use these data and the
social credit score to evaluate and hold citizens accountable by imposing sanctions
that range from restrictions on travel, bans on employment in civil service and public
institutions, disqualification of children from private schools, and public disclosure
of ratings on national websites [68]. Thus, the stakes of large-scale state surveillance
include significant loss of freedoms of movement, employment, education, and
reputation [41].
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17.4.4 Non-maleficence and Beneficence: From Individual
Risk to Collective Societal Good

17.4.4.1 Non-maleficence

Privacy ethics have long included attention to assessing the risk for individuals and
adequately consider the safety, robustness, and protection of vulnerable populations.
Indeed, much of the legal discourse about privacy protection and rights centers
on the harmful consequences suffered when privacy is violated. However, harm
remains narrowly defined and allows violations to go unpunished. In this section, we
argue that broadening the ethical focus to one of non-maleficence— a call to ensure
that our research conduct and technological designs also consider potential harms
to society at large—provides an opportunity to broaden concerns beyond individual
risk assessments to consider and assess long-term social, intellectual, and political
consequences.

At the intersections of humans and technologies, there are significant privacy
concerns, in particular for the young (Chap. 14 this volume), the vulnerable (Chap.
15, this volume) and the marginalized, that are exacerbated with contemporary
technologies. Of specific concern are tools of authoritarian regimes that have clear
and dangerous consequences when individuals can more easily be identified and
targeted [35]. For example, it has recently come to light that facial recognition and
other surveillance technologies are being used to identify, persecute, and imprison
members of the Uyghur population in China [69]. Members of this community
are considered enemies of the Communist Party and subjected to incarceration
and, by some reports, torture, sterilization, and starvation. The determination of
whether Uyghurs are imprisoned is built upon a massive system of government
surveillance both in public spaces using a network of CCTV cameras equipped
with facial recognition software as well as private spaces using spyware installed
on smartphones, allowing the government to trace location, communication, and
media use [70].

Another example of malicious, harmful technology is illustrated in the case of
deepfake technologies. Deepfake technology uses machine learning algorithms to
combine images and voices from one person into recordings of another to create a
realistic impersonation that is difficult to detect as inauthentic. Doctoring images is
not new, nor are harmful lies. But as Floridi [71] notes, deepfake technologies can
also “undermine our confidence in the original, genuine, authentic nature of what
we see and hear” (p. 320).

The sophisticated digital impersonation made possible with modern deepfake
technologies is realistic and convincing in a way that carries the potential for
significant harms. Typically created without the knowledge or consent of the
individual and often in negative or undesirable situations, they present significant
ethical violations and a wide array of harms. These harms include economic
harms from extortions under threat to release the videos; physical and emotional
harms from simulated violence and dignitary or reputational harms that include

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-82786-1_14
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-82786-1_15
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relationship loss, job loss, and stigmatization in one’s community; and even societal
harms when important political figures are depicted in damaging contexts, election
results are manipulated, or trust is eroded in critical institutions [72]. As more of our
identities shift into digital spaces, this array of harms is informationalized or spread
beyond the bodily self to the networks of information that extend us digitally [15].
Thus, the potentials for harm are significantly amplified in a networked information
environment context that facilitates wide distribution, viral spread, and infinite
persistence of access.

17.4.4.2 Beneficence

If non-maleficence asks moral agents merely to avoid harms, the principle of
beneficence shifts our focus to a positive account of doing good. Beneficence implies
a balancing of tensions between individual and collective concerns to consider how
we can design and conduct our research with a specific goal to benefit the well-
being of society. This requires moving beyond the individual in a singular context of
intrusion or data collection to consider collective responsibilities for environmental,
social, and cultural well-being aligned with beneficent goals.

In the research context, this means asking not only How do I avoid risks?
but also How can I modify how I conduct my work so that it generates social
good and contributes to well-being? In the industry context, there have been
growing movements to promote the specific design and deployment of technologies
to serve broader social good—ICT4All and, for example AI4Good—particularly
focusing on technologies to contribute to the social and economic development of
underserved populations and countries [71]. Other calls have come from disciplines
like human-computer interaction to discuss emerging policy needs for culturally
sensitive HCI, accessible interactions, and the environmental impact of HCI [73].

The principles of non-maleficence and beneficence intersect as privacy practices
and policies continue to negotiate value tensions between avoiding harms and
managing risk and active engagement in developing or protecting privacy concerns.
One example is the technologies and applications developed to minimize the risk
and spread of infection during the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to manage the
highly infectious disease, public health officials around the world raced to create
technological and data analysis capabilities, including contact tracing, symptom
tracking, surveillance, and enforcement of quarantine orders—typically enabled
through mobile phones [74]. These health surveillance systems provide important
capability to mitigate and manage the risks to global public health during the
pandemic but also raise concerns about potential individual and societal-level
privacy violations, both short term and long term. They seek to balance potential
privacy harms against the good of public health.

Short-term concerns focus on the sharing of highly sensitive health, location,
and behavioral data, complicated with disclosures of infectious health status. Long-
term concerns center around the ambiguous end point for data collection and
concerns that once allowed in order to mitigate a temporary emergency, surveillance
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will become permanent. Unfortunately, these concerns are warranted based on
the history of previous surveillance activities enacted during crises: In the United
States, there have been over 30 national emergencies declared providing emergency
powers, including the domestic and international surveillance activities put in place
after the September 11 terrorist attacks [75]. Balancing the clear long-term societal
benefit of technologies to manage critical infection spread and reduce deaths and
health-care costs, with short-term risks of disclosing sensitive personal information
and long-term risks of continuous health surveillance, illustrates the ethical tensions
of crisis contexts.

17.4.5 Explicability: From Data Transparency to Process
Intelligibility

Ethical values are always tightly coupled to epistemic values, or values about
what and how we know. Privacy ethics have long focused on the important
epistemic principles of transparency (i.e., providing notice to individuals regarding
the collection, use, and dissemination of personally identifiable information), as
well as accountability (i.e., holding accountable compliance with privacy protection
requirements) [76]. In the modern era, where the workings “inside the box” of
complex systems are often invisible or unintelligible to most, these principles must
be broadened to include requirements for intelligibility (how does it work?), along
with clear provenance of the data and people involved (who is responsible for the
way it works?) [77].

Collectively this principle has been termed explicability, or the ability to
obtain a clear and direct explanation of a decision-making process [71], cf. [78].
Explicability is especially salient in the case of algorithms and machine learning
procedures and ensures individuals the right to know and understand what led
to decisions that have significant consequence in their liberty, employment, and
economic well-being: freedoms that are fundamental human rights protected by law.

Furthermore, as Floridi and Cowls [77] explain, explicability actually comple-
ments (or enables) the other principles: In order for designers and researchers to
not constrain human autonomy and “keep the human in the loop,” we must know
how the technologies might act or make decisions (instead of us) and when human
intervention or oversight is required; to assure justice, we need to be able to identify
who will be held accountable and explain why there was a negative consequence,
when there are unjust outcomes; and to adhere to values of beneficence and non-
maleficence, we must understand how such technologies will benefit or harm our
society and environment (p. 700).

Pasquale’s Black Box Society [65] makes clear that algorithmic decision-making
produces morally significant decisions with real-life consequences in employment,
housing, credit, commerce, and criminal sentencing often without offering an
explanation for how such decisions were reached. Civil society advocates have
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warned that “many of these techniques are entirely opaque, leaving individuals
unaware whether the decisions were accurate, fair, or even about them” [79].

For example, algorithms are used in the criminal justice system to predict
the probability of recidivism for individuals in parole and sentencing decisions.
One such tool, the Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative
Sanctions (COMPAS), has been used in more than 1 million cases since 1998,
yet research indicates the accuracy of predictions made by the algorithm is
no more accurate than those made by people without criminal justice expertise
[80]. Furthermore, although individuals are more likely to trust the accuracy of
computational tools, research indicates the COMPAS tool led to racially-biased
outcomes: it overestimated the rate at which Black defendants would reoffend and
underestimated the rate at which White defendants would [59, 81]. Furthermore,
when defendants challenged the decisions, they were unable to receive an expla-
nation about the information used in the decision because the COMPAS creators
claimed the algorithm was proprietary information [82]. In doing so, they violated
the defendant’s right to due process.

The factual context of a particular privacy problem is a key element of specifying
ethical principles. The epistemic context is always tightly coupled to the ethical. In
privacy eras of varying complexities, the explicability of data has an impact not only
on the reception of ethics but also on the transmission: especially when artificial
agents are included in those contexts. Like other ethical principles, the epistemic
principle of explicability takes on an increasingly complex role. Whether in the
context of predictive algorithms, surveillance by autonomous systems, or any other
information context, epistemic values no longer merely focus on replicability or
accuracy but instead on validity, transparency, and comprehensibility.

Emerging ethical challenges to core ethical principles shift the way principles
are specified and balanced, adding complexity to their scope and focus. These
challenges have direct implications for research policy and practice.

17.5 Guidelines for Research and Practice

In this next section, we connect the theoretical and applied to the practical,
considering how an ethics literate perspective on privacy can inform the future
of related policy and regulatory discussions (see [83]). While having the tools
to engage with ethical principles has utility in the face of emerging technologies
and unformed social norms, researchers and practitioners are still well served with
additional resources for guidance in ethical decision-making.

Having worked through the reasons and justifications offered by ethical princi-
ples and frameworks, one might still ask how that work connects, practically, to our
world bound by law and policy. Law and regulation provide actionable guidance
and rules for professional conduct and technological development, codifying the
reasoning outcomes of ethics. For example, the Privacy Act (1974), [27, 84]
provide federal law to govern the collection, use, and dissemination of personally
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identifiable information in federal, health insurance, and telecommunication records
in the United States; the Illinois Biometric Privacy Act (2008) extends protections
to residents of the state of Illinois for biometric data; and the GDPR [85] provides
regulatory protection of personal data for citizens of the European Union (see Chap.
18 for a review).

In research practice in the United States, ethical conduct for federally funded
research involving human participants is guided by the Belmont Report [86],
which applies the principles of beneficence, justice, and respect for persons to
research practice. To assure compliance with these ethical guidelines, the Common
Rule [87] codifies federal regulations for the protection of human subjects, with
additional protections for vulnerable populations. Industry researchers are also
typically required to abide by institutional policies or guidelines established for
ethical practice (e.g., [88–90]).

Laws and regulations provide specific rules for ethical conduct and practice but
can be dated in their relevance to today’s technological contexts. Nearly 50 years
have passed since the earliest privacy laws, and 30 years since the publication
of the Common Rule, so there are inherently gaps in the relevance of legal
and ethical guidelines established when computational technologies were in their
infancy. Furthermore, the development of new law or international treaties takes
time, resources, and significant negotiation, which means that “hard law” often
lags behind the pace of development for innovative technologies (the “pacing
problem”; [91]). For example, governments around the world are working to
develop policy for the governance of AI technologies, as industries race to become
global leaders in this field. Still others, such as the United States, have not yet passed
comprehensive privacy legislation to address the unique challenges of modern
contexts and technological capabilities.

These gaps in codified law and regulatory guidelines create challenges for
researchers and designers when the technologies being tested and implemented
are not specifically addressed. As we move into new eras, new contexts and
technologies create new uncertainties in ethical decisions. However, “soft law”
can fill the gaps until such hard codes are in place, or even where hard laws and
regulations are in conflict with one another [91]. Wallach and Marchant [92] note
that soft law measures—including technical standards, codes of conduct, curricular
programs, and statements of principles—can also be promulgated by many stake-
holders including “governments, industry actors, nongovernmental organizations,
professional societies, standard-setting organizations, think tanks, public–private
partnerships, or any combination of the above” (p. 506). Thus, soft law serves as an
important complement to hard-coded law and regulation—particularly when norms
and technologies are still developing.

17.5.1 Technical Standards

In some cases, there are government or industry standards available to provide
specific guidance. For example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-82786-1_18
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(NIST) in the United States provides industry standards for technologies, including
a privacy framework guidebook for enterprise risk management [14]. In addition,
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) professional society is
a leading source for standards for emerging technologies with over 1300 standards
[48] such as one for data privacy (P7002), recommended practice for inclusion,
dignity, and privacy in online gaming (P2876), and one under development for
biometric privacy (P2410). They have also published a resource guide for ethically
aligned design for human well-being in autonomous and intelligent systems (IEEE
EAD 2017).

17.5.2 Statements of Principles

Another set of resources are available in the form of statements of principles devel-
oped by scientific societies (e.g., ACM, AAAS, IEEE), civil society organizations
(e.g., Electronic Privacy Information Center), think tanks (e.g., AI Now Institute),
or government agencies. These principles are amalgams of value concerns identified
by members of a specific community. One well-known set of principles for privacy
researchers are the Fair Information Practices first published in 1973 through the
US Department of Health, Education, and Welfare [76]. These included the now
familiar concepts of notice, consent, access, security, and redress and laid important
groundwork for subsequent legislation. The ACM professional society for computer
scientists also releases regular policy statements on emerging technologies (see
https://www.acm.org/public-policy), such as its Statement of Privacy Principles [93,
94], which outlines foundational principles of fairness, transparency, collection
limits, control, security, data integrity and retention, and risk management.

Most recently, a number of principles have been released to address ethics for
AI technologies (see [20]). The most significant is the Principles on AI released
by the international Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
[95]. These guidelines identified five values-based principles for trustworthy AI that
closely align with beneficence, justice, transparency, security, and accountability.
The OECD principles were subsequently endorsed by the G20 leaders in 2020,
providing an important international agreement. In addition, global technology
industries, such as Google, Microsoft, and IBM, have also contributed AI Principles
to communicate to their clients and employees that their practices and technologies
will be designed and implemented in ways that are trustworthy and adhere to
consensus principles [88–90].

17.5.3 Codes of Conduct

Codes of ethics and professional conduct can also provide helpful guidance
regarding practices specific to your profession. Some spell out clear consequences

https://www.acm.org/public-policy
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for conduct outside the bounds of acceptable behavior and practice (e.g., loss of
funding, loss of rights to conduct research, loss of licensure, or loss of employment).
For example, the ACM Code of Ethics [93] includes seven ethical imperatives
and 18 professional responsibilities for those practicing in computer professions,
including respect for privacy and confidentiality, avoid harm, be fair and not
discriminate, and contribute to human well-being that again resonate with the
principles outlined in this chapter [96].

17.5.4 Curricular Programs

Finally, curricular innovations are another approach under the umbrella of soft law.
Public attention to questions of privacy and information ethics more generally has
yielded calls for parallel attention to ethics education curricula at the collegiate level,
in disciplines of computer science, engineering, and data science. To date, disci-
plines have been slow to integrate ethics modules or courses into their undergraduate
and graduate curriculums (cf. [97, 98]). However, some early examples include the
PRIME Ethics program developed for graduate students in science and engineering
[12], which combines the reflexive principlism framework with discipline-specific
case studies to strengthen ethical reasoning skills [99, 100]. In computer science,
colleagues are beginning to develop ethics education activities for CS courses
[101], and other universities, such as the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics,
have developed ethics education modules for data ethics, software engineering,
and technology practice (see https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethics-
curricula/).

17.6 Conclusion

In this work, we asked: What are the ethics of conducting privacy research
and technology design, what new challenges do we face with next-generation
technologies like AI, and how do the core questions we have relied upon for
decades change in these new contexts? To answer those questions, we argued that
the contexts of sociotechnical privacy have evolved significantly in 50 years, with
correlate shifts in the norms, values, and ethical concerns, and this has yielded
significant eras of privacy (from 1.0 to 5.0), each with a broadening field of ethical
concerns. We discussed these emerging ethical issues and introduced a principlist
framework for privacy researchers to guide ethical decision-making. To summarize,
we discussed that:

• Contexts of privacy have expanded from individual (1.0) to internet (2.0), to
interdependence (3.0), to intelligences (4.0), to artificiality (5.0).

https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethics-curricula/
https://www.scu.edu/ethics/ethics-resources/ethics-curricula/
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• Effective ethical decision-making (EDM) approaches are pluralistic, involving
interface among ethical and epistemic principles as privacy paradigms evolve.

• Contemporary relationships between moral patients (receivers) and moral agents
(transmitters) are shaped by digital information.

• Principles are reflexively applied in the ethical-decision making process.

We then discussed specific emerging privacy challenges and used the principlist
framework to reframe privacy concerns amidst these emerging contexts and ethical
questions, organizing the discussions around five ethical principles. To summarize,
we discussed that:

• Autonomy shifts from data protection to multifaceted forms of intrusion and
access.

• Justice shifts from material risk to fairness and due process.
• Non-maleficence and beneficence shift from individual harms to collective

societal good.
• Explicability shifts from data transparency to process intelligibility.

Finally, we noted that while having the conceptual and reasoning tools to engage
with ethical principles has utility in the face of emerging technologies and unformed
social norms, researchers and practitioners are also well served with additional
resources for guidance in ethical decision-making. We then briefly discussed soft
law resources that can provide practical guidance in ethical decision-making,
including technical standards, codes of ethical conduct, curricular programming,
and statements of principles.

As researchers, we have an ethical obligation to ensure our research practice
does not create undue intrusion on the people involved and that our results advance
scientific knowledge to inform better practice. As designers, we have an ethical
obligation to ensure the algorithms, applications, devices, and platforms we design
yield intelligent agents that act and behavemorally and contribute to the larger social
good.

The notion of privacy is not dead but instead reborn in new form in the digital era:
a fundamental human right deserving of protection and possibly under greater threat
than any time of modern technological development. Striving for control of our own
information, the right to manage it, strategies for understanding it and applying it
fairly, and policies and practices to balance its harms and benefits will continue
to be key foci of the ethics of privacy. But the mechanisms for intrusion on one’s
space, person, and identity are vastly more complex today than they were in the eras
of Warren and Brandeis [102] and Westin [42], and the ethical concerns that come
into play when we consider privacy ethics have now also broadened. Guidance for
ethical decision-making, grounded in ethical principles, is a necessary tool in this
challenging future.
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